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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the current research related to the 
speed of traffic flow on the roads of high serviceability. It 
analyses the speed of vehicle as one of the main causes 
of traffic accidents. A flat four-lane motorway section, mo-
torway section in the tunnel and a city bypass section were 
chosen for this research, and several speed limit scenarios 
for the vehicles have been applied with the aid of variable 
signalling. The survey results show that few vehicles respect 
the speed limits in traffic in the case of a straight section of 
motorway or city stretch of the motorway which has good 
geometric elements; however, speed limits are exception-
ally well respected in tunnels. Although a large number of 
drivers do not respect the signs, a certain group of drivers 
can be influenced by variable signs of limitations, and thus 
positive changes can be achieved in traffic flow which will 
result in increasing the traffic safety on the motorways. 
Thus, increasing the degree of respect for speed limits on 
the motorways directly affects the increase in the level of 
traffic safety. It is necessary to influence the group of drivers 
who do not respect the speed limits with other measures, 
including repressive ones.
KEY WORDS
motorways; traffic accidents; speed limits; variable message 
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1. INTRODUCTION
For decades, intensive research in the field of road 
safety has been conducted in the world with the fun-
damental objective of establishing the mechanisms of 
occurrence of traffic accidents and the development 
of new processes, methods and systems for their pre-
vention. Research shows that a significant portion of 
national wealth is spent on dealing with the conse-
quences of road accidents. The analysis of the current 
situation shows the fact that the costs of traffic acci-
dents can be from 2 to 4 and more percent of GDP for 
countries within the European Union [2]. According to 
the World Health Organization, the expense of one fa-
tality in a car accident is estimated at one million euro 
[1]. Road traffic safety represents complex relation-
ships between humans, roads, vehicles and various in-
cident factors. By acting on each individual factor, the 
road safety can be improved and the number of traffic 
accidents reduced. The road safety policy of the Euro-
pean Union aims to raise the level of road safety and 
provide a secure and easy mobility of citizens across 
Europe. The top countries in terms of prevention of ca-
sualties on the roads are Sweden, England, the Nether-
lands and Denmark, while Croatia, Poland, Lithuania, 
Latvia and Romania are at the bottom. In the Republic 
of Croatia, in the last ten years (from 2005 to 2014), 
4,955 persons were killed in traffic and 36 thousand 
were seriously injured [4]. In 26 percent of accidents 
the victims were people, that is, an average of 23 
thousand people lost their lives in traffic in a year. Out 
of these 79.5 percent suffered from minor injuries. 
Eighteen percent of the people suffered from serious 
injuries and 2.5 percent of people lost their lives in 
a year, which means an average of 582 persons per 
year. According to the lowest estimates of experts in 
security and economic analysts, Croatia has a direct 
loss of at least 2 to 4 percent of GDP due to traffic acci-
dents, while indirect losses are multiple [3]. One of the 
main causes of traffic accidents is unadjusted speed 
of vehicles. It was speeding that led to the highest 
number of fatalities. This paper focuses on research 
related to the speed of vehicles on the roads with high 
levels of service and drivers speed compliance in var-
ious real and simulated conditions with ITS technolo-
gy (Variable Message Signs). The research presented 
in this paper was carried out in the framework of the 
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Scientific Research Project of the 7th Framework Pro-
gramme of the European Commission “Intelligent 
Cooperative Sensing for Improved Traffic Efficiency” 
2012-2013, EC-FP7-317671, in which activities are 
carried out related to the improvement of the system 
of variable speed limit (Variable Speed Limit Control 
– VSL Control). The research was done on the motor-
ways in the Republic of Croatia by video-counters, and 
recording covered more than 300,000 vehicles. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The research of vehicle speed, its impact on safe-
ty in traffic flows, and its limits started to be conduct-
ed with the advent of modern vehicles. After the first 
study of the characteristics of traffic flow in 1964 the 
Solomon’s paper described relations between the 
speed of vehicles and the risk of occurrence of traffic 
accidents [5]. This relationship is a U-shaped function, 
where the risk of the event of an accident is the lowest 
around the average speed of about 105 km/h, and the 
highest in the outermost limits of the minimum and 
maximum speeds of traffic flows (25 and 135 km/h). 
In their paper, Garber and Gadiraju (1988) were first to 
describe the changes in the traffic flow speed (speed 
variance) and their impact on the event of traffic acci-
dents [6]. Farmer et al. (1996) conducted a survey on 
changes in speed limits and deaths of passengers in 
motor vehicles [7]. The change of speed of the traffic 
flow was also studied through the scientific research 
project the seventh frame programme from the EU 
commission “Intelligent Cooperative Sensing for Im-
proved Traffic Efficiency” 2012 - 2013, EC-FP7-317671 
Variable Speed Limit Control – VSL Control [8]. The lat-
est studies of traffic flow and the influence of changes 
in speed in the traffic flow to traffic safety are found in 
the paper by Heydecker and Addison (2011), in which 
the relationship between speed and density was devel-
oped to analyze traffic flow within the variable speed 
and the relationship between speed and density of the 
traffic accidents [9]. Thomas et al. (2012) made an ad-
vanced speed-volume model for heterogeneous traffic 
flow on six-lane motorways [10]. The use of GPS sys-
tems for the analysis of free-flow traffic and monitoring 
of the speed of vehicles was described by Bekhor et al. 
(2013) [11]. The speed was considered as the leading 
cause of traffic accidents, as a result of which a model 
was developed to control the speed on the national 
level. The paper by Jalooli et al. (2014) researched 
the variable speed limits (VSL - variable speed limits) 
with respect to the type and size of vehicles for giv-
en traffic and weather conditions on the roads [12]. 
Yang-Won (2014) made The Activation Plan of Variable 
Speed Control of Considering Urban Freeway (In Bu-
san Metropolitan City) [13]. Moon and Ko (2014) in 
their paper “Vehicle Speed Measurement using SAD 
Algorithm” proposed a mechanism by which traffic 
flow and speed of vehicles on the motorways can be 
measured by using video cameras to detect traffic 
[14]. Mehar et al. (2014) conducted a research of 
capacity of four-lane motorway for mixed traffic con-
ditions by VISSIM simulation tool, to check, accord-
ing to real measuring, the applicability of simulation 
[15]. The prediction of flow, density and the speed of 
traffic flow have wide application in many areas, us-
ing neural networks, developed by Park et al (2014) 
in the paper “Intelligent Trip Modelling for the Predic-
tion of an Origin-Destination Travelling Speed Profile” 
[16]. The paper by Hooper et al. (2014) determined 
the relationship between traffic flow and precipitation 
based on research done on the motorways in England 
[17]. Wang et al. (2014) examined the effect of asphalt 
surfacing roughness (abrasion) on the speed of free 
flow [18], while Theofilatos (2014) gave an overview 
of the effects of traffic and climate characteristics on 
the road safety [19]. The phenomenon of occurrence 
of bottlenecks on the motorways and blocking traffic 
was considered in the work of Mendes et al. (2014) 
and Chen et al. (2015) [20, 21]. Recent works (2015) 
based on the research of movement of vehicles on 
the motorways were made by Grumert [22], Seo [23], 
Chang [24], Montella [25], Jamshidnejad [26], and the 
paper in which basic parameters of traffic flow in cities 
are explored (Horvat et al., 2015.) [27].
3. ROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY IN THE REPUBLIC 
OF CROATIA AND ON THE RIJEKA-
ZAGREB MOTORWAY
According to the Bulletin data on the road safe-
ty 2014 [4], in the period 1965 to 2014, there were 
47,514 people who lost their lives on the Croatian 
roads. When comparing the period from 2005 to 2014 
about 470 thousand traffic accidents happened on the 
Croatian roads. In these accidents 201,000 people 
were injured, 4,955 people lost their lives, 36 thou-
sand people were severely injured and 160 thousand 
people were slightly injured [4].
The annual number of fatalities in traffic in the 
Republic of Croatia 25 years ago (1980) amounted 
to about 1,600 but today the number has decreased 
over five times and amounts to 309 fatalities each 
year. In addition to improving the quality of roads which 
resulted in the reduction of the number of accidents 
and their consequences, significant advances have 
been made through the development of safer vehicles, 
their maintenance and control, through the education 
of all traffic participants and other factors. What has 
remained unchanged over the years is the fact that 
excessive speed is the main cause of traffic accidents. 
Forty percent of accidents on the Rijeka – Zagreb 
motorway occurred because of the speed that was 
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not adjusted to driving conditions on the road, 14 per-
cent of accidents due to keeping inadequate distance, 
13 percent due to failure to comply with the bene-
fits of passage, 5 percent due to improper merging, 
5 percent due to improper turn, while the rest (23 per-
cent) belongs to other causes [4]. 
Figure 1 shows the ratio of the number of accidents 
and the speed limit at the moment of the accident. 
It can be concluded from the data that the majority 
of accidents (51 percent) occurred in the conditions 
when there were no additional speed limits on the mo-
torway, or at normal speed limit of 130 km/h. If perma-
nent speed limits – 130 km/h on the lowland section, 
110 km/h on the hill section and 100 km/h in tunnels 
are singled out in a special group, and the temporary 
speed restrictions set by a system of variable speed 























Figure 1 – The number of accidents by speed limit 
Also, the analysis concludes that the majority of ac-
cidents (almost 70 percent) were created in the condi-
tions in which there were no temporary speed restric-
tions set by the system of variable speed and that a 
very small number of accidents occurred in the condi-
tions in which temporary speed restriction was active. 
The fact that a part of accidents decreased with the 
lower temporary speed restriction is also significant. 
The conducted analysis of the existing statistical data 
indicates that the largest number of accidents occurs 
on standard motorway sections under normal weath-
er conditions and that the cause of these accidents 
is unadjusted speed or insufficient distance between 
the vehicles.
4. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
4.1 Method of research
For the purpose of this work a field research was 
made to determine the extent to which the drivers on 
the motorways in Croatia respect the speed limit signs. 
The research was done on the motorway sections 
between Zagreb and Rijeka and Rijeka Bypass in the 
Republic of Croatia. During the research, made in 2013 
through 2015, traffic flow on the motorway with all the 
parameters of a total duration of ten days was recorded 
by video-counters, and the recording covered more 
than 300,000 vehicles. 
4.2 Measurement locations
As a typical cross section for measurement, three 
locations were selected on the A1 motorway Za-
greb-Bosiljevo, and A7 Rijeka Bypass. The selected 
locations are situated in the direction of travel, behind 
the portal with variable message signs for speed limit. 
The distance of measurement position (position meter) 
from the portal with variable message signs for speed 
limit is determined in such a manner that sufficient 
distance for the vehicle to pass with free deceleration 
(without braking) is calculated from the maximum al-
lowed speed, slowing down to the speed limited by the 
variable message sign. The locations were also se-
lected so that the selected motorway sections repre-
sent different driving conditions with different allowed 
speeds in normal conditions of traffic flow and normal 
weather conditions. The selected locations were:
Location 1: A1 motorway, Jastrebarsko – Donja Zdenči-
na section, after interchange Zdenčina to Karlovac – 
normal cross-section of the motorway - the limit is 130 
km/h,
Location 2: A1 motorway, Novigrad – Karlovac section, 
after tunnel Sveti Marko to Novigrad – driving in tunnel 
– limit 100 km/h, and
Location 3: A7 motorway, Rijeka Bypass, after tunnel 
Katarina in the direction of Zagreb – complex motor-
way alignment – Rijeka Bypass – limit 60 km/h.
On Location 1, speed measuring was conducted 
to determine how much the drivers respect the speed 
limits on the variable message signs on the flat section 
of the motorway, on flat terrain without any external 
influence that might cause the driver to reflexively/
spontaneously reduce speed (rain, fog, works, etc.). 
On Location 2, speed measuring was conducted to 
determine how much the drivers respect the speed 
limits on the variable message signs on the motorway 
section on a hill terrain in a tunnel without any exter-
nal influence that might cause the driver to reflexively/
spontaneously reduce speed (rain, fog, works, etc.). On 
Location 3, speed measuring was conducted to deter-
mine how much the drivers respect the speed limits on 
the variable message signs on the motorway section 
which is at the same time a city bypass. The distances 
from the portal to the location of measurement are de-
termined based on the difference in speed reduction 
for each survey and they are 200 to 400 m except in 
tunnels, where the distance was 180 m.
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4.3 Measuring scenarios 
On Location 1 (A1 motorway, Jastrebarsko – Don-
ja Zdenčina section), the measurement was conduct-
ed in three scenarios while at other locations the 
measurements were carried out in one scenario. 
Different scenarios on Location 1 were achieved by 
changing the value of the speed limit on the variable 
message sign. In this way, the following scenarios were 
planned on Location 1:
Scenario 1 - variable speed limit sign was turned off; it 
is examined how much the drivers respect a static sign 
of speed restriction (130 km/h).
Scenario 2 - on variable message sign for speed re-
striction 100 km/h speed limit is active; it is examined 
how much the drivers respect lower speed reduction of 
the maximum allowed speed, shown on the dynamic 
sign, without the surrounding factors that would influ-
ence reflexive (spontaneous) speed reduction.
Scenario 3 - on variable message sign for speed re-
striction 80 km/h speed limit is active; it is examined 
how much the drivers respect lower speed reduction of 
the maximum allowed speed, shown on the dynamic 
sign, without the surrounding factors that would influ-
ence reflexive (spontaneous) speed reduction. 
On other locations the parameters of traffic flow 
with static speed limit (100 km/h on Location 2 and 
60 km/h on Location 3) were measured.
5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
5.1 Location 1: A1 motorway,  
Jastrebarsko – Donja Zdenčina section
On this location the traffic was recorded during 
the tourist season. A sample of 57,000 vehicles was 
covered by this measurement. On the same section, 
but on the location one kilometre further from the 
first one, additional recording of traffic flow was car-
ried out for the analysis of difference of traffic flow 
characteristics on two slightly remote locations. Addi-
tional recording of traffic flows was performed a week 
after the primary measurement. The speed limit on 
the observed section is 130 km/h. It is possible to 
change the speed limit on the section by activating the 
variable speed limit sign. The first part of the analysis 
includes an analysis of average speed of all vehicles 
during the total period of recording the flows. The ratio 
of the speed limit and the average speed of vehicles 
in hourly measurement intervals is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 shows that the average speed of vehicles is 
120-140 km/h, and that it depends on the time of day, 
or that the speed is higher during day than at night. 
The reasons of this relationship are different (visibility, 
traffic flow structure, etc.). During the day, in normal 
weather conditions (no rain, fog, etc.) and in normal 
conditions of traffic flow (levels of traffic services are 
greater than D) the average speed of vehicles is about 
140 km/h which is 10 km/h more than the limit. The 
picture shows the dependence of the average speed 
of vehicles and the value of the speed limits on the 
variable message sign, which is proof that drivers per-
ceive and give particular importance to warnings on 
variable message signs and react by reducing speed. 
The reduction of the average speed of all vehicles 
when the speed is limited by variable message sign 
from 130 km/h to 100 km/h is 6 km/h, while reduc-
tion in the average speed when the speed is limited by 
variable message sign from 130 km/h to 80 km/h is 
9 km/h. Reduction in average speed compared to the 
speed limited by traffic signs is small and the average 
speed of all vehicles is high above the limit, but the 
existence of dependence is visible. 
After determining that drivers perceive the limita-
tions of variable traffic signs it is necessary to deter-
mine the distribution at which vehicles are distributed 
depending on the limitations of variable traffic signs 
and also depending on the conditions of traffic flow 
and weather conditions. In order to determine this, the 
histogram of the driving speed during each observed 
time interval has been made. Therefore, the speed 
is divided into intervals of 5 km/h starting from the 
speed of 60 km/h as shown in Figure 3-A, which rep-
resents the recording time interval from 13:00-14:00 
on 20th June 2013, when the speed was not limited by 
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Figure 2 – The traffic flow speed by time (each hour)
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Looking at the results of  Figure 3-A a lot of non-com-
pliance with speed limited by fixed traffic signs can 
be seen, which in this case is limited to 130 km/h. 
The analysis of Figure 3 also found the existence of 
a much larger share of speed than expected in the 
range between 80 and 100 km/h as well as in the in-
terval between 140 and 160 km/h. The analysis of the 
recorded results also showed the existence of vehicles 
longer than 6 meters (freight vehicles) in the amount 
of 26.92 percent. Specifically, those are vehicles with 
a legal ban on the driving speed higher than 80, 90 
or 100 km/h (depending on vehicle type) on the mo-
torways. Since such vehicles are operated by profes-
sional drivers who generally respect the speed limits, 
the specified group of vehicles is excluded from the 
sample.
Based on the results shown in Figure 3 it can be 
seen that the distribution goes at normal distribution. 
It has been determined by statistical calculation that 
the amount of standard deviation (σ) is 24.47, while 
the mean is (MEAN) 139.01, mode is 157.71 and me-
dian 144.61. This is another confirmation that this is 
a normal distribution since the arithmetic mean, mode 
and median have approximately the same values. Il-
logical dispersion of results with other values of speed 
has also been established so the distribution with 
double the interval or interval of 10 km/h has been 
tested and a significantly better result was obtained. 
The histogram with an interval of 10 km/h is shown 
in Figure 3-B. Based on the distribution shown in 
Figure 3 the values of standard deviation were obtained 
(σ) 16.76, the arithmetic mean (MEAN) is 142.87, 
mode is 146.44 and median is 143.23. Looking at the 
resulting parameters of the normal distribution it can 
be seen that by excluding freight vehicles the average 
speed has increased from 139.01 to 142.87 km/h and 
the dispersion of speed (σ) has decreased from 21.41 
to 16.76. Analysing the results in Table 1 and compar-
ing them with the restrictions, it was noted that in the 
course of speed restriction by variable message sign 
a reduction in the average speed occurs, but it also 
leads to an increase in the standard deviation, that is, 
the dispersion of speed increases while increasing the 
speed limit.
Table 1 – Statistical result of graphs in Figure 3
No speed 
limit





mean 147.299 141.867 136.586
Median 148.056 141.618 136.791
Mode 152.884 146.446 140.009
Standard 









































































































































































Figure 3 – Histogram of speed interval on Location 1
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Based on the research, it can be concluded that 
when the restriction on the variable message sign on 
the motorway is switched on, two categories of driv-
ers occur: those who respect the limit and those who 
do not. These two categories are more clearly seen in 
Figure 4 which shows the number of vehicles driving at 
a certain speed depending on the speed limit. Look-
ing at Figure 4 it can be seen that before and after the 
interval the speed is 135-140 km/h, depending on 
the restriction, there are big differences in reduction 
or increase of certain speed intervals which leads to 
the conclusion about the behaviour of two different 
groups of drivers. A group of drivers that is signifi-
cantly affected by the change of speed limit occurs 
and a second group of drivers that does not show too 
much influence of restriction on the reduction of their 
driving speed causing an increase in the standard de-
viation, that is, dispersion of speed. Figure 4 clearly 
shows that the increase in the number of speed re-
duction cases for speeds which are higher than the 
interval 135-140 km/h, is significantly lower than the 
increase in the number of speed increase cases that 
are less than the interval 135-140 km/h, which leads 
to the conclusion that drivers who drive significantly 
above the limit (140 km/h or more) acknowledge less 
the warning of speed limited by variable message sign 
in relation to the drivers who drive within the speed 
limit (interval from 130 to 135 km/h).
As further step in the analysis of compliance with 
the speed limits, an analysis of vehicle speed by per-
centiles has been made. In the scenario in which there 
was no speed limit, 85th percentile speed amounted to 
165.8 km/h. In a scenario in which the speed limit was 
100 km/h, 85th percentile speed was 157.7 km/h. 
Detailed speed analysis by percentiles shows the re-
sults in Table 2.
Table 2 – Overview of speed by percentiles
Percentile No limit Limit at  100 km/h
Limit at 
80 km/h
90 170.6 165.6 160.9
80 160.9 154.5 152.9
70 154.5 152.9 146.4
60 152.9 146.4 140.0
50 148.1 141.6 136.8
40 141.6 138.4 132.0
30 138.4 132.0 127.1
20 132.0 124.2 120.7
10 123.9 115.9 111.0
From the shown results it is clear that the speed 
changes, that is, it is reduced by individual percen-
tiles depending on the speed limited by variable mes-
sage signs from which it can be concluded that the 
drivers perceive the speed limit through variable traffic 
signs in the conditions of normal traffic flow as well 
as in normal weather conditions. When observing the 
speed limit on the motorway in normal driving condi-
tions which is 130 km/h it can be seen that it appears 
around 20th percentile, or 30th and 40th percentile in 
case when it comes to reducing speed by variable mes-
sage signalling to 100 km/h or 80 km/h, which speaks 
additionally of a large amount of vehicles which do not 
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Figure 4 – Overview of the number of vehicles driving at a certain speed depending on the speed limit 
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5.2 Location 2: A1 motorway, 
Novigrad – Karlovac section
The aim of recording the traffic on Location 2 was to 
analyse the respecting of the speed limits through vari-
able message signs on the motorway section which is 
located in the tunnel where the normal driving speed 
is limited to 100 km/h. An overview of the dependency 
of the average driving speed of a certain hour, depend-
ing on the speed limit is given in Figure 5. The results 
of recording traffic show that there are very few hours 
(only 5 out of 127 hours which is from 14:00 to 19:00) 
during the recorded period when the average driving 

































































Figure 5 – Ratio of average driving speed of each hour and 
speed limit in the tunnel 
5.3 Location 3: A7 motorway, Rijeka Bypass
The aim of recording the traffic on Location 3 was 
to analyse the respecting of the speed limits through 
variable message signs on a complex motorway sec-
tion which is also a bypass and the usual driving speed 
is limited to 60 km/h. An overview of dependence of 
the average driving speed of each hour depending on 
the speed limit is given in Figure 6. The results of re-
cording traffic show that there are very few hours (only 
1 out of 143 hours) during the recorded period when 
the average speed in an hour was within the speed 
limit, or 99 percent of the hours have a higher average 
speed than allowed, while 93 percent of hours have 

































































Figure 6 – Ratio of average driving speed of each hour and 
speed limit on the city bypass 
5.4 Recommendations for the implementation 
of the traffic control system
Final results of measurements according to various 
scenarios are shown in Figure 7. According to differ-
ent speed limits, due to weather conditions, different 
results of average traffic were obtained. On the flat 
section of the motorway the average speed of traffic 
flow was measured during the day and with all types 
of restrictions, as well as the city bypasses. Exceeding 
of the speed limit makes a group of drivers who drive 
significantly faster than the limits and respect less the 































Figure 7 – Graphical representation of speed measurement on highways for setting up systems for traffic speed monitoring 
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speed limits. Figure 7 shows suitable places for setting 
up systems for traffic speed monitoring and the group 
of drivers that should be affected.
According to the algorithm in Figure 7, in the first 
step, it is necessary to measure the average speed 
of vehicles in different segments of transport infra-
structure. One can choose a flat section, city bypass, 
tunnel, viaduct, bridge, underpass, overpass, etc. In 
these places a system of recognition of license plates 
can be installed and the driver of such a vehicle can be 
automatically sanctioned. According to the algorithm, 
it is obvious that the system for recognition of license 
plates of cars should not be placed in the tunnels. The 
tunnel average speeds are almost always under con-
straints. However, the system should be placed on the 
city ring road and the flat parts of the highway since 
the speed limits there are almost never respected.
6. DISCUSSION
The first research of traffic flow speed on the mo-
torways with three scenarios was conducted on the A1 
motorway on the Jastrebarsko – Donja Zdenčina sec-
tion. From the analysis of the average speed of all ve-
hicles during the entire measuring period the following 
can be concluded:
 – speed limit of 130 km/h; average speed of all ve-
hicles on the flat sections is from 120 to 140 km/h 
and it depends on the time of day, that is, the speed 
is higher during the day than during the night. The 
reasons of this relationship are various (visibility, 
structure of traffic flow, etc.). During the day, in nor-
mal weather conditions (no precipitation, fog, etc.) 
and in normal traffic flow conditions (level of traffic 
service is greater than D) the average speed of all 
vehicles is approximately 140 km/h which is by 10 
km/h higher than the speed limit,
 – speed limit of 100 km/h; reducing the average 
speed of all vehicles when speed is limited by 
variable message sign from 130 km/h to 100 
km/h is 6 km/h,
 – reduction in average speed when speed is limited 
by variable message sign from 130 km/h to 80 
km/h is 9 km/h,
 – when limiting the speed by variable message sign, 
a decrease of average speed occurs, but it also 
leads to increasing standard deviation, that is, 
speed dispersion is increased when speed limit is 
increased,
 – analysis of fast freight vehicles shows that they re-
spect the speed limit since it refers to vehicles with 
a legal ban on the speed of 80, 90 or 100 km/h 
(depending on the type of vehicle) on the motor-
ways and such vehicles are operated by profession-
al drivers who, generally, always respect the speed 
limit,
 – therefore, drivers perceive the speed limits that 
are displayed on variable message signs and give 
certain importance to the warnings and react by 
reducing the speed, but the reduction in average 
speed compared to the speed limited by the traffic 
signs is small. The average speed of all vehicles is 
high above the limit, so it is possible to conclude 
that a part of the drivers respect the limits dis-
played on a traffic sign.
The second research carried out on the motorway 
section which is located in the tunnel with a speed lim-
it of 100 km/h, and the obtained results of the analy-
sis show that:
 – there is a very small number of hours (0.8 percent) 
during the recorded period when the average speed 
of driving in the hour is higher than the speed limit,
 – that is, from the above mentioned it can be con-
cluded that drivers adjust their speed of driving to 
external factors, in this case the influence of lateral 
interference (tunnel walls, illumination, etc.).
The third research analysed the respecting of the 
speed of driving limited by variable message signs 
on a complex motorway section which is at the same 
time a bypass, and usual driving speed is limited to 60 
km/h. The analysis of the results of traffic recording 
shows that:
 – there is a very small number of hours (0.7 percent) 
during the recorded period when the average driv-
ing speed in an hour was within the speed limit,
 – that is, from the above it can be concluded that 
the drivers on the motorway section which features 
construction and geometric elements for higher 
speeds than the signs permit, generally do not re-
spect the speed limit, but drive at speeds that are 
closer to the computational elements of the road 
(in this case the computational speed of the road 
is 90 km/h). 
7. CONCLUSION
Drivers insufficiently respect speed limits on motor-
ways, but there is a strong dependence of the average 
speed of traffic flow and speed limit which indicates 
that a certain part of drivers still respect the speed 
limits so when activating the restriction on the variable 
message sign on the motorway, two categories of driv-
ers occur, one that respects the limit and the other one 
that does not (61.5 percent). 
Before and after the speed interval of 135-140 
km/h, depending on the restriction, there are big dif-
ferences in the reduction or increase in the number 
of vehicles in certain speed intervals, which leads to 
the conclusion about the behaviour of two different 
groups of drivers. One group of drivers is significantly 
affected by the change of speed limit and the second 
group of drivers does not show too much influence of 
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restriction on the reduction of their driving speed caus-
ing an increase in the standard deviation, that is, dis-
persion of speed. This leads to the conclusion that driv-
ers who drive significantly above the limit (140 km/h or 
more) acknowledge less the warning of speed limited by 
variable message sign in relation to the drivers who 
drive within the speed limit (interval from 130 to 135 
km/h).
The research results of respecting the speed limit 
on the motorway section through the tunnel show sig-
nificantly better compliance with speed limits. The re-
sults show that drivers almost fully respect the speed 
limit in a tunnel.
From the conducted research of respecting the 
speed limited by variable message signs it can be con-
cluded that, although a large number of drivers does 
not respect such signs, there is a certain group of driv-
ers who can be influenced by variable speed limit mes-
sage signs and that this can achieve positive changes 
in traffic flow which will result in increased security of 
the traffic flow on the motorway. Thus, increasing the 
degree of respecting the speed limits on the motor-
ways directly affects the increase in the level of traffic 
safety. On the other hand, it is necessary to detect a 
group of drivers that does not respect the speed limit 
by using video surveillance and act on these drivers by 
implementing the penal system.   
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UTJECAJ PONAŠANJA VOZAČA I BRZINE VOZILA  
NA SIGURNOST PROMETA NA AUTOCESTAMA  
U REPUBLICI HRVATSKOJ
SAŽETAK
U ovom radu prikazana su trenutna istraživanja vezana 
uz brzinu protoka prometa na cestama visoke upotrebljivo-
sti. Također, analizirana je brzina vozila kao jedan od glavnih 
uzroka prometnih nesreća. Za istraživanje je odabrana di-
onica autoceste s četiri traka, dio autoceste s tunelom, dio 
gradske obilaznice, te nekoliko dionica gdje se primjenjivalo 
ograničenje brzine uz pomoć promjenjive signalizacije. Rezu-
ltati ankete pokazuju da  pojedini vozači poštuju ograničenja 
brzine na cesti u slučaju ravnog dijela autoceste ili grada 
te u dijelu autoceste koja ima dobre geometrijske elemente. 
Međutim, najveće zabilježeno poštivanje ograničenja brzine 
je u tunelima. Iako je veliki broj vozača koji ne poštuju 
prometne znakove, uvijek postoji određena skupina vozača 
koja će poštivati promjenjive znakove ograničenja, a samim 
time mogu se postići i pozitivne promjene u brzini promet-
nog toka koje će rezultirati povećanjem sigurnosti prometa 
na autocestama. Dakle, povećavajući stupanj poštivanja 
ograničenja brzine na autocestama, izravno se utječe na 
povećanje razine sigurnosti u prometu. Zato je potrebno ut-
jecati na skupinu vozača koji ne poštuju ograničenje brzine 
uz pomoć drugih mjera, uključujući i represivne mjere.
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autoceste; prometne nesreće; ograničenja brzine; promje- 
njivi prometni znakovi;
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